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Tools & Supplies Needed
• Craftsman alignment punches.
 1/4” x 12”  (Part # 942903) for medium stake
 3/16” x 9” (Part # 942902) for small stake
 5/32” x 7” (Part #942901 )  for micro stake.
• Well anchored vise in a fireproof area
• Large torch with rosebud tip.
 (Oxy-Acetylene or equivalent.) 
• Shade 3 gas welding glasses, if using oxy-acetylene.
• Large Vise-Grip pliers or equivalent.
•  Ruler, welder’s soapstone stick, and/or a bit of 

scrap silver to mark the bend locations with.

Handy but not required:
• Anvil or flat section of tree stump.
• Copper or rawhide mallet
• Sandblaster
• Belt sander or bench grinder.
• Polishing compounds for steel, and buffer.

Background
Anticlastic shellforming requires stakes with a series 

of some sort of “U” shaped bays to support the work.  
These can be made in a variety of ways, of a variety of 
materials.  One of the easiest and most useful styles are 
sinusoidal stakes made out of steel.  The strength of the 
steel allows them to be thin enough to access areas too 
small or restrictive for the bigger wood or plastic stakes.  
The only hard part about making them is finding steel 
rods with long, slow tapers of the right sort.  Conve-
niently, Craftsman tools happens to make a trio of drift 
or alignment punches that are just exactly the right 

A series of sinusoidal stakes.
One each “deep” and “wide” made from each size of punch.

sizes to make small and mid sized stakes.  The reason for 
the preference for the Craftsman brand punches is that they 
have unusually long tapered sections in relation to their 
length.  Most other alignment punches taper much more 
quickly, rendering them too blunt to make a good sinusoi-
dal stake.  This ready supply of Craftsman punches is why 
these sizes of stake are the most commonly seen:  they’re 
easy.  Larger sinusoidals require custom machining tapered 
steel bars before bending, which is why the big sinusoidal 
stakes are so expensive.

These instructions will focus on the details of making 
a stake out of the largest of the three punches, as this is 
one of the more useful sizes, as well as being the easiest to 
create.   There will be a discussion at the end of this article 
about the differences between making the larger stake, and 
how best to make the smaller ones.

Individual Segment Lengths

Length From Tip (Large punch)
7” 5.5” 4.166” 3.0” 2.0” 1.166” .5”

1.5” 1.333” 1.166” 1.0” .833” .667” .5”

Bend Ruler
Use this as a ruler to mark out the locations for your bends.  It should print at the right size.  To check, lay your ruler 

along the black & white strip, starting at the 7” mark.  The tip end of it should be exactly at  7” on the ruler.
If the size is wrong, just use your ruler or calipers, and the measurement numbers to lay out the bends.



In making the demo stakes for this handout, the 
torch used was an oxy-hydrogen casting torch, which 
heats like an oxy-acetylene torch, but photographs 
more easily.  It has a multi-orifice “rosebud” tip which 
gives six individual torch flames closely coupled to-
gether.  The rosebud tip does not make the ultimate 
temperature of the torch any greater, it just makes the 
volume of heat larger, and gives a physically larger 
footprint to the torch flame.  Oxy-Acetylene rosebuds 
function identically.   

For those using Oxy-Acetylene torches, gas welding 
glasses of about shade 3 are a good idea.  They make 
it hard to judge color, so it is possible to peek under 
them every so often to get a good look at the color of 
the punch.  The real danger would come from contin-
ued close inspection of the torch flame itself, such as is 
required in welding.  Heating a punch to bend it does 
not require that level of protection, but eye protection 
should become a habit.

 Hydrogen torches are not exactly common, so for 
the smaller stakes, I switched over to an acetylene & 
air “Prestolite” style torch with a large tip.  Presto-
lites are some of the most commonly available larger 
torches.  It turns out that was a bad idea.  Compared 
to jewelry metals, steel has a lousy heat transfer rate.  
This is why you can heat one end of a 2 foot steel bar 
white hot, and grab the other end barehanded.  This 
inability to move heat away from the heated area is 
also what allows us to localize the heat from the torch 
in specific areas where we want the stake to bend.  
The prestolite torch took so long to heat the bend ar-
eas that the heat had time to migrate out into a wider 
area, which made it nearly impossible to accurately 
control the bends.  The larger rosebud tip dumped 
so much heat into the stake, so quickly, that it didn’t 
have any time to migrate away, forcing the steel to 
bend at the exact spot desired.  This “right-here-right-
now” style of heating also minimized the unbending 
of previous segments.  The only requirement of the 
larger tip on the smaller stakes is that one be extra 
vigilant to prevent overheating.

Procedure
Step One:

Clean.  Recently Craftsman has begun painting 
the tails of their punches.  This may make them look 
better to a mechanic, but since we’re going to be heat-
ing them with a torch, we need to remove the paint.  
Remove the paint by the most efficient method avail-
able to you.  I used a sandblaster, but paint stripper or 
a scotch-brite wheel would have worked also. Marking the bends with a soapstone stick

A selection of Craftsman punches and a sinusoidal 
stake made from the largest of them.



Step two:

Measure Twice.  Use the included bend ruler to 
mark out the locations for your bends.  The ruler 
should print at the correct size, but double check it 
to make sure.   Then mark out the bend locations, 
starting from the tip of the punch.  Make sure you use 
the right ruler for the size of punch.  Mark the bend 
locations with either a welder’s soapstone stick, or use 
the end or edge of a bit of scrap silver to rub a line of 
silver onto the metal punch.  The metal marks will 
be hard to see in normal light, but will start to oxi-
dize and stand out more strongly once the torch hits 
them.  I find it best to use both marks.  Normal chalk 
or sharpie marker will burn away at the temperatures 
required, so they don’t work.

Step three:
The Bends.  Clamp the tail of the punch firmly in 

a well anchored vise.  Clamp it so that it sticks out of 
the side of the vise jaws, leaving the front inch or so of 
the tail clear of the vise to minimize the heat on the 
jaws.  Make sure you can see your bend marks, and 
that there’s nothing flammable under or around the 
vise.

Lock the vise-grip pliers onto the last quarter inch 
of the tip of the punch.  Make sure they’re locked on 
firmly.

Now stop and think.  There are two different styles 
of sinusoidal stakes you can make:  Stakes with deep, 
tight bends, and stakes with wide shallow bends.  
They’re useful for different sorts of forms.  I have one 
of each for just that reason.  There’s no difference in 
how they’re made except the angle of bend applied 
now.  For a deep stake, you bend the punch to ap-
proximately 45° up and down, each time.  For shallow  
stakes, bend to about 30° each way.  Figure out which 
type of stake you’re going to make, then begin.

You’ll need an oxy-acetylene torch with a rosebud 
tip, or something similar.  Standard jeweler’s soldering 
torches probably aren’t big enough unless they have a 
casting head.  Set the torch to a very large neutral or 
slightly reducing flame.

Start out by blasting the area just where the tapered 
section meets the hexagonal tail of the punch.  The 
goal is to get the first bend started exactly where the 
taper starts, so that all the tapered section is used.

Keep heating that one little area until it turns bright 
yellow.  You may need to switch around and heat from 
the bottom every so often, but don’t slide sideways to 
heat a wider area.  The goal is to heat a very narrow 

The first bends.  Leftmost is a deep stake bending down at 
45°, while the right image shows a wide stake bent to 30°

Second Bends.  Deep stake on left, wide stake on right.

Fourth bends.  Deep stake on left, wide on right  Note that 
the previous bends have cooled to a dull red.

Fifth Bends.  Deep on left.  At this stage, you should begin to 
see a rhythm in the angles.

45° 30°



section of the punch, so that the bend is confined to 
that small area.  This localized heating will seem odd 
compared with normal silver soldering technique, but 
this isn’t silver soldering, it’s steel bending.  Complete-
ly different idea.  Thus different technique.

Once the heated area starts to show bright orange, 
push straight down on the pliers.  The punch may not 
bend much yet.  Keep heating.  You’ll feel the punch 
start to move as the bend area gets hotter.  The hotter 
it gets, the easier it’ll bend.  If you start seeing sparks, 
back off: you’re setting the steel on fire.  This is bad 
for the steel, so don’t get it that hot.  Anything bright-
er than lemon yellow is too hot.

Bend the whole length of the punch down so that 
the punch forms an angle of either 30° or 45° with the 
tail of the punch, depending on which style of stake 
you’re making.  That’s it, you’re done with the first 
bend.

Now move the torch out, and focus on heating the 
next bend area.  Make sure the hot spot is centered on 
the mark.  Once it’s bright yellow, bend the remain-
der of the punch up until it forms another 30° or 45° 
angle with the tail of the punch.  If the first bend was 
45° down, now the tip of the punch should be point-
ing 45° up, for example.  Try to make sure that all 
of your bends are straight in-line with the tail of the 
punch, so that while the punch is getting bent up and 
down, it stays straight side-to-side.

After each bend is complete, move out to the next 
mark.  The steel will always move most where it’s 
hottest.  The first bend took a long time to heat up 
because it was thick, and the punch was stone cold.  
The second bend, not quite so long, and so on.  Once 
you get to the fourth or fifth bend, they’ll be heat-
ing up quickly, before the previous bend has cooled 
much.  This means that while most of the motion 
will be coming from the area you’re currently heating, 
the previous bend will still be soft enough to unbend 
slightly.  After about the fourth bend, it’s a good idea 
to wait ten or fifteen seconds—until the previous 
bend has cooled to a very dull red—before starting to 
heat the next mark, to give the last bend time to cool.

The final bend is a bit tricky.  The heated section is 
almost directly under where the vise-grips are locked 
on.  If you heated it with them in place, you’d cook 
the pliers.  So remove them, and heat the last bend 
without the pliers.  Once it’s hot enough to bend, 
grab the end with the pliers, and bend it into posi-
tion quickly, before the pliers overheat.  After all this 
heating, the pliers may have gotten pretty warm, so it 
might be a good idea to have a heavy glove on which-
ever hand you’re using for the pliers.

Starting the final bend on the wide stake.
Note that the vise grip isn’t clamped on, it’s just guiding the 

bend.  If you clamp it on, it’ll squash the end of the rod.

The final bend cooling on the deep stake.

The final bend on the wide stake cooling down.
The tip shows darker because it lost heat to the pliers.

Reheating the penultimate bend on a 
medium stake to adjust its angle



Once the last bend is done, the stake is largely 
complete.  Take a look at it to make sure it’s straight 
side-to-side, and that the bends are even, and in the 
right spots.  If one of the bends is not quite right, just 
reheat that particular area, and bend it into the proper 
shape.  If the whole punch has bent itself off to one 
side or the other, or has gotten screwy in the side-to-
side axis, the easiest thing to do is heat up the whole 
bent section, then grab the tail of the punch in the 
vise-grips (reset them to grab the tail firmly) and lay it 
down on its side, either on an anvil, or on a flat bit of 
wooden stump, and hammer it flat with a copper or 
rawhide mallet.  Keeping in mind that it’ll burn the 
wood or rawhide.  The reason for using soft yet flam-
mable materials is that they won’t leave dents in the 
side of the stake that will have to be ground out later.  
An anvil or steel hammer will leave flat spots on the 
sides of the stake.  Since we went to all this trouble to 
get a nicely rounded stake, putting flat spots onto it in 
the last step is to be avoided if possible.

Once you’re happy with the stake’s shape, put it 
somewhere nonflammable to cool down.  Ideally, 
either on an anvil top, or clamp it back into the vise. 

 Whatever you do, do NOT dunk it into 
water to cool it off !  
The reason for this is simple, and brings up....

Step Four:
Finishing Touches.  These punches are made of 

tool steel.  This means that they can be hardened.  As 
purchased from Sears, they test out to about RC-50, 
which means they’re slightly softer than a knife blade, 
but much harder than a hammer.  Heating them up 
to bend them has burned all the hardness out of them.  
If you set them on an anvil afterwards, and let them 
cool down slowly, over the space of 30-45 minutes, 
they’ll end up around RC-25, which is softer than a 
hammer, but still vastly harder than mild steel or cast 
iron stakes.  The reason any of this matters, is that 
the harder a steel gets, the more brittle it becomes.  
So while it is possible to heat-treat these stakes, and 
make them harder, they’ll become more brittle if you 
do so.  If you do it wrong, they’re liable to snap.  It’s 
much safer to leave them in a condition where they’ll 
bend rather than shatter.  The reason for not cooling 
them in water is that would cause the hot bits of the 
steel to try to harden, but since the heat isn’t even, and 
isn’t hot enough to harden properly, the results will be 
dangerously unpredictable.  So just let it cool down in 
air. Reheating the third bend on a micro-stake to 

adjust the angle.  Note that the vise grips are 
just guiding, they’re not clamped on.

Adjusting the final bend on a micro-stake with a copper mallet.

The nearly vertical bends 
required for the smaller 

stakes.

This one was heated with 
a prestolite. 

Note the wider bends 
than the micro-stake 

shown at bottom.



The next step, once they’re cool to the touch, is to 
grind the very tip of the last bay of the stake so that 
the end of the rod is rounded.  Left squared off, the 
sharp end of the stake would leave marks on metal 
hammered into that bay.  That bay also tends to end 
up with a straight mark across the bottom of the bay, 
caused by the front of the plier jaws.  Grind it out if 
necessary.  Stone flex-shaft bits work well for this.  

After the tip has been cleaned up, the next step is 
to clean the rest of the stake.  The final finish can 
range from a simple sandblasting to mirror polish-
ing, depending on the nature of work one expects to 
be doing with them.  For those without a sandblaster, 
scotch-brite wheels or 3-M radial bristle wheels work 
well.

Part Five:
Final thoughts, and other sizes.  The two smaller 

punches can be used to make proportionally smaller 
stakes, which can be very handy for small scale 
shellforming for jewelry.  Oddly, the smaller ones are 
much harder to make.  The primary reason is one of 
size and heat.  Recall in step three with the big punch, 
I advised waiting for a few seconds between each of 
the smaller bends to give them time to cool down and 
harden up again.  The largest bends of the smaller 
punches start out that small, and only get smaller 
from there.  Not only is it required to wait for many 
seconds between each bend, it becomes nearly impos-
sible to localize the heat tightly enough to prevent the 
previous section from un-bending slightly as the next 
is bent.  With that in mind, the procedure for mak-
ing a deep stake calls for bending the free end of the 
punch nearly vertically up or down 
with each bend, rather than 45°.  The 
previous bend will unbend slightly 
each time, giving the effect of having 
had 45° bends.  For a wide stake, bend 
to 45°, and the unbending will gener-
ate the wider bays.  This is especially 
true of the smallest punch.

Another issue, especially with the 
micro stake, is that for the final bend, 
the vise-grip jaws are bigger than the 
size of the bay.  There are various ways 
around this, from using a scrap set of 
round nose pliers, to bending it as far 
as possible, and then using a hammer 
or mallet to gently tap the bend into 
final position, but be aware that the 
final bay will probably require further 
refinement.

Individual Segment Lengths

Length From Tip (micro punch)
.286” .667” 1.143” 1.714” 2.381” 3.143” 4.0”

.286” .381” .476” .571” .667” .762” .857”

Individual Segment Lengths

Length From Tip (med. punch)

4.25” 3.339” 2.530” 1.821” 1.214” .708” .304”

.911” .810” .708” .607” .506” .405” .304”

Bend Ruler for the Two Smaller Punches
Use this as a ruler to mark out the locations for the bends on the two 

smaller punches.  Remember to double-check that it has printed at the right 
size.  If not, just use the measurement numbers to generate your own marks.

Softening the tip of the stake with a belt sander.

Wide and deep stakes in all 
three sizes for comparison.


